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Understand 
what a claim 
ACTUALLY IS

TWO CRUCIAL COMPONENTS
TO UNDERSTAND

Differentiate 
BETWEEN 
claims and 
statements



HOW DO I UNDERSTAND THE CLAIM?

With a lot of PRACTICE!

By following our GUIDE!



LET’S REVIEW…

• used in response to a question or prompt the teacher 
provides

• a sentence that can be argued

• supported with logical reasons (premises)

• the last sentence of an introductory paragraph

• also known as a thesis statement

A CLAIM IS…



LET’S START WITH AN EXAMPLE …

Identify WHAT makes this a claim. 

Tacos are the best comfort food.

This one is pretty obvious. There are plenty of other foods that 
people might think are the best to eat as a source of comfort. 

This is very clearly a claim, and not a factual statement. 



LET’S START WITH AN EXAMPLE …

Identify WHAT makes this a claim. 

Puff Cheetos are far better than Crunchy Cheetos.

You could argue that there are other comparable 
cheese-like chips to compare to these name-brand ones. 

“Far better” is clearly an opinion, not fact. 



LET’S START WITH AN EXAMPLE …

Identify WHAT makes this a claim. 

Nick Allan, the protagonist in Andrew Clements’s children’s novel, Frindle, 
matures more than his classmates because of his fame.

Even if students haven’t read the novel Frindle, they could still clearly 
see that this is an opinion because of the use of the word “more.” This 

insinuates a comparison between Nick and his classmates, and the 
author of this claim is picking a position. 



STUDENT HANDOUTS

• Two assignments

• Pre-Activity Handout

• Claims vs Statements 
Sort



STUDENT HANDOUTS

Pre-Activity Handout

• Claim vs. Statement

• Reasons for Choices

• Sample Paragraph



STUDENT HANDOUTS

Pre-Activity Handout

• Whole Group 
Practice

• Two Sentences

• Reasoning 
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MIGHT GET STUCK



TRANSITION FROM SUMMARY TO CLAIM

Michelle Carter’s short story, “Ghostly Encounter,” 
tells the story of Max, a 13-year-old boy who is very 
excited to stay home alone for the first time. At first, 
Max is having the time of his life, chowing down on 
snacks and enjoying uninterrupted video game time. 
Even though it may seem like Max is ready to be home 
alone for a few hours, ultimately, he is still too young to 
be staying home by himself. 
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TRANSITION FROM SUMMARY TO CLAIM

• Advanced concept

• “Segue Sentence” needed

• Transition

• Takes a lot of practice!



PRACTICE
THE CONCEPT!


